Executive Board:

President (VJ):
- VJ welcomed the new exec boards on board, we will be transitioning in one month.
- Bike repair station shipment is already on the way.
- VJ thanked everyone who worked on the SAI Involvement award application.
- Sidewalk project near Corry is under progress.
- Corry Cricket Club (a new organization supported by MC) got the Champion of Change Award this year.

Treasurer (Miguel):
- Budget hearing: Budget hearing is on March 28 from 7-7:30 pm.
- T-shirts/polos: Carla asked other members to look for T-shirts from local vendors. We are going to order t-shirts.

Secretary (Debjani):
- Next meeting is on Apr 9, 2015.

Mayors

Diamond (Dari):
- Dari was away.

Corry (Carla):
- Corry fitness: Residents did not like Tai-chi class, they want either Yoga or Zumba instead.
- Corry soccer festival: Carla is working on this festival. So far we have 16 teams register, 3 people in each team. There are teams of adults and kids. We will have Pizza, water etc.
- Spring fling volunteers: Carla have three volunteers for spring fling.
- PhD Moms collaboration: Carla expressed her conversation with PhD Moms leaders. Thomas will take care of this issue.

Tanglewood (Robert):
- Robert asked one resident from TW to apply for the TW Mayor position.
Maguire (Shabnam):
- Painting Workshop report: It was very popular and residents want another class. Shabnam will send the pictures. We will work on a follow up workshop in near future. We can apply for allocation for follow up workshops.
- Next Residents meeting updates from GFH (Printing Station): We have the location, working port. Thomas is working on this project, Maguire is next in terms of priority.
- Nowruz: Persian New Year is tomorrow.
- Zumba: Residents asked for Zumba in the last resident meeting.

UVS (Pratik):
- Cricket Event delayed and venue changed: The event will be on Apr 11, 2015. We will have a mini tournament based on the attendees. Housing will provide Pizza. Cleaning of the courts is needed before the event, Thomas will work on it.

GFH Senator (Nicole):
- Nicole was away.

Advisors (Thomas):
- Thomas announced that the Apr 9, 2015 is the SAI award ceremony starting from 7pm. We will be meeting during the award ceremony, which will serve as the bi-weekly meeting too.
- Board of trustees will meet next week.
- Rent reduction for Felipe will start from May, 2015.